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1, Introduction
A farmer can vaccinate his livestock, install auxiliary irrigation systems,

apply herbicides and pesticides, and in these ways significantly l'educe the varia-
bitity and uncertainty of the returns to his operation. Ilore subtle, and of no
lesser importance, is the ability to reduce risk b1" da1'-to-da1' management and
observation. A good poultry groi{er u'i11 recognize a disease before it has spread
in the flock and timely cultivation reduces the amount of weeds and their effect
on crop yields.

In this paper I suggest a production model in ilhich risk reduction is a

function of nanagerial ability. This abillty is not mean-preserving -- better
management both rcduces the variability of production and increases ploductivity
(for an alternative specification see Pope and Just (1977)). The consequences
of this ability to affect r:isk are analyzed in an industry characterized by a

dlstrlbution of nanagerial abilities and perfect competition. Risk neutrality
is assurned throughout. tt ir'i11 be shown that bettel managels rr'il1 concentlate
in the more risky activities -- realizing in this wa-y their comparative advantage
-- and that these activities lui11, as a result, project a relativcly 1ow risk
irnage. The analysis is conparative static in nature, but I have in mind an

economic selection process as the dlTramic mover of the system. Accordingly, the
risk considered is the risk assoclated h'ith economic sel'ection: of failing to
cover costs and having to change lines of production. Competitlon and market
forces, by reducing profit margins, increase this risk and tighten the selection
stress,

2, Production and Ski11 Distribution

2.1 The Production Acti\rit
Consider an agricultural industrl' producing a single product. AL1 farms are

of identical slze and assume, for simplicit)', that the 1e\rel of input is the same

on al1 farms, Let z be the dollar value of the constant, identical input Vector.
since the analysis is long run in naturc, z includes cost of capital services.

Assume that potential, maximal output in physical terms on each farm is 0

units. Production is a randorn process and actual 1eve1 of output is q 
-< 0

Assume that the probability di-stribution of the q r:a1ues is the exponential
dcnsit)' function (Figure lJ :

-n i0-qJ(.lt f(q,1 -'e
The cumulative distribution is

.q -r (r-x) , -1 ("-q )(2) t(.1)-.t ,e "''dr=e

tn" "*p".t"a 
,}r"

(3) E(q)=0-lln
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Figure 1; The exponential function f(q) 'e - t' for tlio \'alues of

and the varlance
1(4) Var(q) = 1z'n-

The parameter n is both the mean and the variance paraneter.
Farmers differ ir nanagement abilit)'. The .-svnbol m stands for the manage-

rnent leve1 and 1et 0: n _< 1. To incorporate rxanagement into production, sub-
stitute in the distribution of outnuts

n = imf, o : m _< 1, o < :"

Equation (1), for exampJ.e, rri1l be utitten as

(1,J f (y) = /,moe-l''* 1;-q)

At higher 1evc1s of n, the mean output, E(ql, riill be higher and the r-ariance
n'111 be lolver. The paratnetcr s was introduced to measure the intensity b1,
lvhich management can affect risk and productivitl, u.6 will assume significance
beloru in comparing lines of production.

l!'ith rnarket prlce p the distribution ofl
Y = Pq, is 

.t.

{.sJ ityl - r 
" 

- 
"10-t/Pp

.t,.\ - ^- m'( -) Ib[]-.r = e

u,ith mean p(n-1/)mo) and variancc pl,l:. l,rlt.

A major rneasure of risk is the probabilitv ot'negative profits. Operators
for whon this probability'is high, mal'lose often and will be forced to 1ear,,e
the industrl'. The probability of negative profits is, therefore, termed the
selection stTess.

'the do1lar value of output,

y : pe
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Profits are

T=Y- Z

the selection stress is
z

= clz) = "-rm* 
ie-zlP) '

L
e (y) dy(6) Pr(r < 0) =

See Figure 2.

PQ=Y

Figure 2: Risk, Pr[y<z), for two levels of management, ,1 - ,2.

Since both Svar(qJ/3m and 0G(z)/lm are negative, management reduces the
variability of outcomes of the production process and, therebv, reduces risk
and the selection stress. A better manager faces, therefore,a smaller proba-
biliti, of failure.

2.2 The Industry
The industry is conposed of oper.ltors of different managerial ski11s. Let

N(m) be the number of operators rrith manage:nent 1eve1 n,.and assume the distri-
bution of management ab; li1;es to l'e !,i\en '. \':, - \m ', 0 .' I. lo economlze
on symbols normalize b)' setting A I I and r,rite the distribution as

e
(7) N(mJ=p", 0<6<1, 0:<m:1.

The constraint on B reflccts the assumption that the proportions of the manage-
nent groups decrease with management level; see Figure 3.

Assume that the nmber of operators in the lndustry is 1arge, so that N-(m)

can be taken as continuous in m. Let T.h stand for the size of thc group of
operators with management abilities *" 

betr,,een m=a :rnd m=b

b.tlt-
r8l I -i\[mt dm=T-=(b'"-a' )3D I - b

a

The total nunber of operators in the industry and outside is
1

(gt[\rmtJm=,1
0' I-8
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/N(m)om

o: density

Figure 3: Distribution of trlanagement

Ilowever, operators wlth relatively low 1evels of abilities
of their production operations. Low 1eve1 managers wi11,
operatlng ln the industry.

Let q.- stand for the expected output of an operator
m. Total "' expected output for a group of firms, between
a and b, is

h I -o1l0r Q , = ixl*tq 6, = /r-''fo-'a tl aa

Let 6=1-6-0, then for B+a/],

' "6 
6

(l0a) O = I .0-,' o - n

'ab ab- ,r i
andforE+0=1

1(10b1 Qrb - 1rbo* 
^ 

[loSb - iogc)

Average, per firm, product in the group is
(11) Qab/rab = Q..

If all operators rvith management abilities above the leve1
industry, b in equations (10) and (i1) is replaced by 1.

Equation (12J specifies the variance of production in
of within firm and between flrm variation.

(12) 
"'^n 

- 

^1ffi _/or,o, 
(q-q..)2 dq d*

1--l) dm
.tm

cannot cover the cost
therefore, not be found

rvith management 1eve1
the management levels

m = a operate in the

the industry as the sum

b: occumutqted 1

1

1-P
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f J r(n)
b

I
a

. [9.,1

ab

1-- --l_ I cri + SB ll- I | -"ab ""ah 
Iabl _l

The symbols SW,O and SBab stand, respectively, for the within firms and between
firms variability components. See Appendix for details.

The interpretation of this variance is the following: if repeated censuses
(say, every yearJ of the group output were taken, and the variance of all the
firm level observations around the long-run group average was calculated, its
expected value would have been ozu as defined in (12) . The specification in (12)
does not assume independence of *" output in firns.

If operators in the industry are identical, output in each period can be
regarded as a sample from the population of random outcomes rr'hose variance is
given by (12). This leads "natura11y" to regarding the observed variability of
output as a neasure of the r,,ariance of the probabllity distribution facing each
operator. Such a procedure, may be fo1lon'ed by a nerr' operator contemplating
entry or by an outside observer trying to assess uncertainty anci risk associated
with the industry (Rao, 1971). The same applies to r{eather related variability,
1f observations are taken over a period of years. However, even in agriculture,
much of livestock, fruits, and vegetable production is quite independent of
climatic changes, and sti1t, as every producer is lre1l aware, output variability,
risk, and uncertainty are significant in these lines also.

In equation (12) the r,ithin firm variance, S1r,r, depends on the managenent 1eve1
the betrveen firrn component *- on the degree of concentration of production along
the skil1 axis, Thus, the higher the skil1 in an industry and the more concen-
trated its production, the 1oh'er the variance of output. A 1ou variance industr,v
may project the impression of a lolv-risk activity. This is the motivation for
the analysis of the next section.

3. Comparative Advaqqqge

5.1 Tx,o Industries
sector, say agriculture, composed of tho industries: One
the other producing product 2. Let the demand functions

cr,Y>0, i=1,1
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_1

Assnme a production
producing product 1, and
be

- = " n-Yfi(1 5)

The
n oli
and

management abilitl'to affect the distributlon of outcones of production rii11
differ from industr,y to industr;-; indcx thc llarameter:r,:. (i=1,2), in (1')
tlre equat i ons that fo I lori it.
h;e continue to assume an identical input vector of do1lar r,a1ue z in both

industrl'1 and 2. The output disiributional parameters: and ) are also identical,
oi . o2 (Figurc 4). Demand may' differ according to (15).

Recal1 the major asscrtion of the stud\'; namely-, that certain charactcristics
of the industrial organization -- particularlI thc r,ariabilitY of output and the
terms of trade -- will differ in equilibrium configuration from n'hat they other-
r,ise may be. To demonstrate thc effect of the market forces, conduct arrthought
experiment:" in it, an inaginary configur:rtion, state zero, which n,i11 be equi-
librium state in all respects but one, iii1l be comparea to a final market equi-
I ibrium.

To define state zero assume, for simplicitv, that market equilibriurn can be
maintained in each industry separately rr'ith identical number and ski11 distribution
of producers. Thus, let the totat number of operators ltith skil1 tevel m in the
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q.m

Figure 4; The funbtions q., 1

a.
.1in

'lto2

agricultural sector be 2m-8, of which m-B operate in each industl'v. Further, the
ski11 of the marginal manager, the manager for tr,hose firm revenue exactly equals
cost, is the same in both industries. Ilark this marginal ski11 1eve1 n+, then

(14) I',E,u) - P2E2tyr = z. r = n-

See Figure 5. Operators riith m < m. riill, on the averager
produce. Total e(pected output of each product is

1.- _1. I(15) Q. = I m " (9 - ' ldn't ' l.nt+ y',m

- i-*6,+
= | + __, t=i_o_,.''1- \ I a

according to (10a), assuming o+1311. l!ith these quantities,
are determined in the markets according to (13).

Thus state zero is an equilibrium situation in nost senses: product matkets
are in equilibrium, operating producers nake profits, the marginal producers
(of mr) make zero profit, there are no losers in the industries considered. As
t'i11 be seen momcntarilv, the only aspect .in which the sector is not in equi-
librium is the ordering of producers according to comparative advantage positions
But right 1sxr, at state zero, producers are distributed at random (i.e.uniformly)
beth een the two i ndust r i es .

5,2 Equilibrium and Comparative Statics
In state zero product 2 is more profitable than 1 (Figure 5) . This is not an

equilibrium situation; producers can improve their posltion b,v moving from prod-
uct 1 to 2. Such a movement will reduce p, and increase pr. In equilibrium it
lvi11 not pay operators to shlft productionl Define r' as 'the profit of opera-
tor k in industry i. A producer in i cannot improve '" his position if for him

lose and rvilL not

prices, P, and Pr,
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"'+

The functions p9., .t state zero

i' i=t'z

Figure 5:

E(rk.) : E(rkjl

The sector is in equilibrium if the inequality holds for all k. An equilibrium
is depicted in Figure 6.

In equllibrium, there are two break-even leveis of management: at m*

(16) p1E1(q) =p2E2(q) n=D*

and m* thus defines the boundary m -- farrners rvith m < m* produce product 1;
those with m* < m produce 2. The second break-even point mo is defined by zero
pro fit s

(17) trEr(l)=z *=ro

Producers with m < m- will not produce product 1; those with management ability
on the range tm^, m*o) will opeiate in industru L ln Figure 6, fr^'m.-- the
shjft to " ' o-"qllribriun called into produ.tion 1omfnag"mentooperltors from
other industries who could not have survived econornically in state zero. The
1evel m is defined bvo'
rlel r = ,r r'n - 1 ,\av, " r].' G.,

Iim
o

where u- is'1

-1
m = ftr(0 - z/p-l)Gro ,t r

143
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PQ ..
Producers of

Producers
oI 2

m^mU+ ffi*1

Figure 6: Equilibrium configuration of the agricultural sector

m*

i19.) pl =.1 ( I z^-B r. - -1-1ar)-Y =.rQl '
mlo 'm

liote the factor 2 in the i-ntegrand in (19) ; it reflects the accurnulatlon of
producers from both industries. The same factor ui11 apply similarly'in the
caiculation of Q^. (The integral in (19) assumes that potential producers of
m^ < m < m. are -a1so distributed according to N(m) = lm-t.)o+

BV substituting m^ fron equationr(I8t into C(y' in (5.] one finJs that for
m_ the se.lection " stress is e ' = .3-. The marginal producer rii I I break

"?"n 
o., the average, he rr'i11 lose a third of the time and mike profits 2/5 of

the time.

In a dynamic environment, r,ith farmers entering into and exiting from lines
of activity, the selection stress is interpreted as the probabiiit)'that a
producer, chosen at randon, will attenpt to enter an industrl,, lose and fai1.
Comparing the equilibrium to state zero, we note, that since pa is lorier and p,
is higher the selection stl'ess is, in equilibrium, tighter in -industr)'2 and -
looser in industry' 1 than in state zero.

The shift from state zero tc equilibrium also changcC riskiness, as defineci
ln ecluation (6). It is nor\'more risky for a retatively 1ow n farner to move fron
product I to 2. In equation (6) for girrerr m anci ,

iG 
(') 

'orp

z

m
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The changes in the terms of trade made industry 1 less risky and industry 2 more

risky than in state zero.

The observed variance, as defined in equation (12) , also differs in equili-
briun from the state zero variance. In industry 2, equilibrium variance is
clearly lower than state zero variance -- both within firms and between firns
variances are sma11er. The reduction in the variance in the value of the output
is even larger since p2 is sma1l at equilibriun than in state zero.

It is probable that the observed vatiance in industry 1 will grow with the
shift from state zero to equllibrium -- within firms rrariance glows and p] rises--
but since the variance between firms may be smal1er, this conclusion cann6t be
general.

4. A Nunerical Example

Consider 2 industries with the folloruing comnon parameters:

0=8
)=l
Y= 1

B = 0'5
z = 4.38

The industry-specific parameters are: o. q.
11

lndustry I 0.8 6.78
Industry 2 L.2 23.3).

With these specifications m+, the break-even point for both industlies at
state zero, is 0.2 with prices:

P1 = 1'00

P2 = 3'97

and p.E.(q) = p^E^(il = z = 4.38. See the solid lines in Figure 7.

To simplify the calculations, I assuned in this numerical example that m will
also in equilibrium be the loH,er bound management 1eve1. That is, new op".rto..
rii11 not enter the industly even if profits are positive for a range of management

1eve1 lower than m.

The second equitibrium break-even point is n* = 0'3742' This is the dividing
uianagement 1eve1 between the equilibrium allocation of producers to industries 1

and 2. See the broken lines in Figure 7.

Figure 8 clepicts standard deviation of do1lar value of output for both
industries, p.m-oi, for state zero (so1id lines) and for equilibrium (broken
linesJ. a

Table 1 presents a set of selected results of the numericat example. The

reading of the tabl.e can be exemplified with the average product variable (q. ' ) .

At state zero the average product per operating farn in industry 1 is 6'13;
the same variable assumes the value of 5.19 in equilibrium. Per-farn product is
Loh,er in equllibrium; it is only 84 percent of the state zero level. 0n the
other hand, the equilibrim 1evel of industry 2 is 116 pelcent of the state zero
a\rerage product of that industry.

The magnitudes reported in Table 1 illustrate rve11, I tlust, the theoretical
analysis o? the earlier sections of the paper. Since their meaning has mostly
been discussed at length, I am leaving the detailed examination and interpreta-
tion of the table to the interested reader.
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Figure 8: Standard deviation of value of output
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Remarks

It'lost economic discussions of risk assume a given, subjective or objective,
variability in production and returns and anaTyze the behavior of economic agents
in terms of decision theory and readiness to accept risk. An economic rmit is
assumed to be able to affect its total risk position by selecting portfolios of
venture but otherwise it accepts passively whatever risklness nature offers.
Perhaps t1pica11y, Arrowrs (1971) book deals rvith risk bearing, 0perations
research applications have followed the same lines.

The first purpose of this paper was to draw attention to the managerial
abllity to affect risk and to its economic consequences. But the moral of that
story is of wider implications: it means that subjective assessment of the world
lsubjective probabilities) and capricious preferences (utl lity) are, in a compe-
titive environment, restricted by technology and rnarket forces. This seems often
to have been neglected (for example, by Anderson, Di11on and Hardacker (L977) and
by Lin Deal and lvloore (1974), but not by Roumasset (1974). The analysis is also
presented as a contribution toward the construction of a theory of econornic
evolution (Alchian (1950), which will have though, by its ver,v nature, to be a
dl.namic theory.
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APPENDIX: Industry wide variance of production.

(A.1)
- b.._ 0

"1, = i *@ i tror (q - q..;2ay d,
aab

= J Pi-t*rt(s-q.,)2 * (q.,-q. .)2'2(c-c.,)(r.,-Q..)l dq dm

b

= f [s,r,o*ra,o1 * 2l y3i ,,o,fQr.,-cc.. -qi* * e.,,e..) dQ dm

aD a aD -6

=fltr.o+SB.6J
at)

(A.2)

(A. 5)

h .)
sw , = I N(n) I (q-q. l' dq dmab '' "m-

h
t -t\ I=Jm (-;-;-Jdm
a im

rrI h'-a'=.;---.?-
x's
't _.

= --=- (1og b - log a)

E = I - B-2a

h -o )
SB.= / m " (v - v )- dm

ab
a

Define

u-r-p-u

66. b -ao = ----T-
=1ogD-1oga

qR -1 ,,b6-a -A2,""ab 2' E 'l
A aD

E+2o.17

a + )^ = l

B+o. 17

B+a= 1

(A.4) 9+2al\

lA2=--t(logb-loga-i-) B+2n=
I ab

Two cases apply if I plus 2a I 1, either B + o I I 61 g + a = 1.


